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ABSTRACT. Besov-type spaces that are generated by new moduli of smooth-

ness are related to sequence spaces of {En(f)} where En(¡) is the appropriate

best algebraic polynomial approximation.

1.   Introduction. The classical moduli of smoothness u¡(f,t)p are given for

/ e LP(D) by

(1-1) "r(f,t)p=   sup   ||AÜ/||MD)
0<7t<t

where

(1.2)
Efe=o (l)(-l)"f(x + (k- r/2)h)    if (x - rh/2,x + rh/2) C D,

1 0 otherwise.

The related Besov spaces are given by their norms (see [1]).

(1.3) ll/llBS,s = ll/llP + l|r^(/,i)P||La-

where

(,.4, WUs'-i^îT'*^  ?rlSs<00'
[ supt \g(t)\ for s = oo

for 0 < a < r and 1 < p < oo. It can be noted that, because of the term ||/||p in

(1.3), (0,1) can be replaced by (0, oo) in (1.4).

One of the interesting results about Besov spaces is that for periodic functions

of period 27r (that is, D = T) we have an equivalent norm to ||/||bJ , given by

(1-5) ll/llBS,a = ll(" + i)aK(/)Plk

where for a sequence {an}£L0

a.«   ii<«„>ii,={{E"=>",*<n+i)~,,'/* ;°ris><~'
1. supn |a„| tor s — oo,

and where

(1.7)    £*.(./% = inf(||/ - r[\Lp(T) : r trigonometric polynomial ,degr < n)

(Eo(f)p = U/H,)-
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The above can be shown as a corollary of Jackson's inequality

(1.8) E*n(f)p<Mur(f,l/n)p    forn>r

and Stechkin's inequality

n

(1.9) w'(/, l/n)p < Arn~r £> + W^KU),
v=0

(see [6, p. 235]). In a more general framework, analogues of the equivalence between

(1.3) and (1.5) were given in [2 and 4]. In these articles, the key to the proof is

the use of Jackson and Bernstein-type inequalities and the equivalence between

the if-functional and the modulus of smoothness. We emphasize here the role of

weak-type inequalities, that is, the analogue of (1.9), a weak Jackson inequality (see

(3.9) for instance) and a weak relation between TY-functional and the modulus of

smoothness (see (5.7) for instance). This is useful as analogues of the equivalence

between (1.3) and (1.5) are valid even in cases in which the analogue of Jackson's

inequality is not true (see §§3 and 5), the analogue of Bernstein's inequality was

not stated being somewhat messy (see §4) or the Ä"-functional is not equivalent to

the modulus of smoothness discussed (see §§3 and 5).

Other moduli of smoothness defined in [5] and related to best algebraic approxi-

mation in Lp[— 1,1] or in LP(S), where S is a simple polytope in Rd, give rise to new

Besov-type spaces and to results analogous to the equivalence between (1.3) and

(1.5), since the analogues of (1.8) and (1.9) were already proved in [5]. Moreover,

it will be shown that an expression defined in [5] and called "main-part moduli of

smoothness", which is essential in investigating best-weighted polynomial approx-

imation in Lp[—1,1], still leads to equivalence between norms analogous to (1.3)

and (1.5). What is special about this result is that the main-part moduli are not

equivalent to the corresponding /f-functionals and we do not have the analogue of

Jackson's inequality for these moduli. The theorem achieved (Theorem 3.1) can be

construed as yet one more result confirming the importance and usefulness of the

main-part moduli.

Analogues for best polynomial approximation on LV(R) with the Freud weight

W\(x) = exp(—|x|A) are also achieved.

We should stress that the key inequalities used here, i.e. (2.6), (2.7), (3.8), (3.9),

(4.2), (5.8) and (5.9) of this paper, were achieved in our earlier work [5].

Equivalence between two expressions, for example norms, functions, sequences,

integrals and sums, will be denoted by ~ and will mean that each is smaller than a

constant times the other (and the constant is independent of the domain, class of

functions, class of sequences, etc.).

2. Besov spaces and best polynomial approximation. It was shown in

[5, Chapter 7] that to investigate best algebraic polynomial approximation En(f)p

given by

(2.1) En(f)p = inf(j|/ - P\\lp[-i,i\;P is an algebraic polynomial,degP < n),

(Eo(f)p = ||/||p), the appropriate tools are the moduli of smoothness given by

(2.2) u£(/,f)p=   SUP   \\*hpfhPl-l,l], ^(x) = V/l-x2,
0<h<t
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where ÙJnf(x) is given by (1.2) with D = [—1,1]. (Note that in (2.2) the increment

h<p depends on x.) We now have new Besov-type spaces and equivalent norms

analogous to those given in (1.3) and (1.5).

THEOREM 2.1.   For 0 < a < r, 1 < p < oo and 1 < 3 < oo the norms

(2-3) II/IIb2,.(*o = ll/IUp[-i,i] + ||t-X(/,*)plU:
and

(2-4) \\f\rB^M = \\(n+l)aEn(f)p\\K

are equivalent.

We remark that the Peetre TY-functional

(2.5) Kr,M,tr)p=   t     inf        (||/-ff||Lp[-i,i]+ir|l^ff(r)llz.P[-i,i])

was shown in [5] to be equivalent to <jjrtp(f,t)p, and therefore,

II/IIbS..(*) = H/IIm-m] + \\t-aKr,M,tr)p\\Lt ~ \\f\\B'a,.M-

PROOF. As En(f)p is decreasing in n, we have

m

Y    (n + l)r-1£„(/)p~^2l'r^(/)P    for all m and/
0<7i<2m i/=0

and
oo oo

Y((n + l)aEn(f)p)s(n + I)"1 ~ Y(2kaE^(f^S    for a11 /■
71=1 k = 0

As Wp(f, t)p is increasing in t, we have

-1 oo

/ [t-awrv{f, twr1 dt~Y (2mQw;(/' 2_m)p)s for ai1 /•
J° 771=1

We now use the Jackson-type inequality

(2.6) En(f)P<LLj^(f,l/n)p    for n > r,

which was recently proved [5, Theorem 7.2.1], and En(f)p < \[f\\P for n < r, to

obtain \\f\\%PAp)<¥Uh'a,.M-
To prove ||/||bp  i^ < M||/||gP   ,  ,, we recall the Stechkin-type inequality

(2-7) ^(f,t)p<L?    Y    (.n+iy-lEn(f)P
0<n<l/t

proved recently [5, Theorem 7.2.4]. Using (2.7) and the equivalences above, we now

have for a < r
-1 oo

/ (ra^(f,t)pyrldt<cY(2mX(/,2~m)py
J0 m=l

oo      / m \ s

<CiY hm(a-r)ErrEv>(f)P)
771 = 1    \ l/ = 0 /

oo     ( m \s

< Ci Y \ 2m(a-r) Y ïu(r~a){îvaE2»(f)p) \   = /.

771=1    t U = 0
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Using Holder's inequality (or Jensen's inequality), we have

OO 771

/ < C2 Y 2m(Q-r> Y 2u{r-a)2vaaE2^(f)sp

771 = 1 V=0

oo

< C2 Y ^9aE2-(f)p \ Y 2m(a~r) \ 2u{r~a)

oo

< c3 Y rasE2,(fYv < M(\\f\rB,sMy.
i/=0

Observing that Eo(f)p = ||/||P, we complete the proof.    D

The above very simple computation was performed in almost excessive detail so

that we can refer later in the paper to this type of argument.

3. Main part moduli and weighted polynomial approximation. Investi-

gation of best weighted algebraic polynomial approximation

(3.1) En(f)w,p = infflM/ -p)|Up[-i,i];degP < n)

where w e J* as given in [5], a class which contains the Jacobi weights, that is

w(x) — (1 — x)7l(l + x)12 for 7¿ > —1/p was carried out in [3, Chapter 8]. This

required the notion of weighted main-part moduli of smoothness given by

(3.2)

%{f,t)w,p -    SUp    ([\wAn   f\\Lp[-i+2r*h*,l-2r'h*];<P{x) = \/l-X2,w(x) e Jp) .
0<h<t v '

The corresponding Ä'-functional is given by

(3.3) Kr,M,tr)w,p =   ,   ,inf        (IH/-ff)||Lp[-i,i]+ir||^Vr)IUp[-i,i])-

It was shown in [5] that Kr<ip(f,tr)WtP is not equivalent to ^rip(f,t)WiP even if

w = 1. However, Q£, can be defined for weights w for which we cannot define uj,

at all, it is easier to compute, and (see [5, Corollary 8.2.5]) it satisfies

(3.4) %(f,t)u,,p - 0(ta) o Jf,,r(/,í%,p = 0(ta)

for a < r. We may now state and prove the following theorem.

THEOREM 3.1.   For weJ*,0<a<r,l<s<oo and 1 < p < oo the norms

(3.5) II/IIb5..(*>,») = I^/IIp + \\t-aKr,M,tr)w,p\\L*,

and

(3-7) \\f\\*BlÁr,w) = \\(n + í)aEn(f)w,p\[l:

are equivalent.

PROOF. For s = oo our theorem was proved in Corollary 8.2.2 and Corollary

8.2.5 of [5]. Following the proof Theorem 2.1 and the inequality

(3.8) %(f,t)<Mf    Y    (rc + l)r_1£n(/W
0<7l<l/t
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given in Theorem 8.2.1 of [5], we have

Wf\\%lAv,w) < M\[f\[-lA^w).

The direction ||/||** < M||/||* that was easy in the proof of Theorem 2.1 now

involves the inequality

oo

(3.9) En(f)w,p < AY^if^-^-^w.p,        n>r,
fc=0

which is again part of Theorem 8.2.1 of [5].  As 0^(/, t)WtP increases with t, and

Fn(f)w,p decreases with n, we have for 0 < 6 < a

oo

Bg,,(<f>,w))3 ^ BY-Á&*Ey{f)v>,p)a
t=0

oo ( oo "j s

<BAY^aa\Y^M^~k)^p\
1=0 Kk=l )

oo oo f   oo ^

< BA Y 2isa Y 2fc(a_í)sn;(/, 2-*)*iP l Y 2~k^-^s^s-^ \

1=0 k=l \k=l )

oo oo

< c Y 2isa2-i(a-s)s y 2k{a~6)s%(f, z~kyw,p

1=0 k=l

oo k

= cY 2k{a-6)s%(f, 2-kyw,P Y 2'6s

k=0 1=0

°° f1 dt
< L^2^sn;(/,2-fc);,p < m / (t-an^(f,t)w,py-.

t-n •'0 l

s-1

fc=0

As

' ItpKJ ,t)w,p Si AK.Ttip(j,t )w,p,

we have now

II/IIbs,s(^)<^II/Hbs,8(^)-

Using the definition of KTi<fi(f,tr)WtP in (3.3), we have for the best nth degree

approximating polynomial Pn

(3.10) Kr,v(fAl/nY)w,p < l|^(/-Pn)||P + n~r|l^r-P7Ír)lip-

Using Theorem 8.3.1 of [5], we have

(3.11) ||^rP,ir) llP < M £> + l){r-1]Ek(f)w,p.
k=0
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-mr\s

<Mi

<M2

<M2

This now implies for s < oo and r > 6 > a

i/iifls..^) ^ M \Eo(fyw,P + Y zmasKrAf,z
771=0 /

oo oo (   m 'I

Y 2masE2m(fyWtP + Y 2m(a-r)s    Y 2"rE2»(f)w,P

.771 = 0 771 = 0 \V=0 )

oo oo n

Y 2m*°E2m(fyWiP+Y 2mas2-mSsY26l/SE^^S^p

.771 = 0 771 = 0 V = 0

OO OO OO

J] 2"""£,2n.(/&iP + Y 26uSE2«(f)sw,p Y 2m{a~6)
_m=0 i/=0 m=u

oo

< M3 Y îmasE2Af)w,p < M4(\[f[[^Áip<w)y,
771 = 0

and this completes the proof of our theorem.    D

4. Best algebraic polynomial approximation on polytopes. A polytope

in Rd is the convex hull of finitely many points. A simple polytope S in Rd is a

polytope with an interior point in Rd having each vertex joined to the other vertices

by exactly d edges. For a simple polytope S the relation between certain moduli

of smoothness uirs(f,t)p, defined in [5, Chapter 12], and best algebraic polynomial

approximation is given by

(4.1)

and

(4.2)

where

(4.3)

En(f)Lp{S) < M(urs(f, l/n)p + n-r||/llMs)),        n > 1,

urs(f,t)p<Mf    Y    (*+l)r'lft(/)MS)
0<fc<l/t

En(f)Lp{s) = inf(||/ - P||Lp(s);degP < n)

and where the degree of the algebraic polynomial P could be understood as either

the maximum degree in each variable or the sum of the degrees in all variables.

Following almost word for word the considerations of §2, we have

THEOREM  4.1.   For a simple polytope S, for 1 < p < oo, 1 < q < oo and

0 < a < r the norms

and

are equivalent.

ll/llBS.,(S) = ll/IUP(S) + l|raa;H/,i)plU;

ll/llBS.,(S) = ll(» + l)0^n(F)Ll>(S)||i;

5. Best weighted polynomial approximation in LP(R). Relations between

best weighted approximation in LP(R), the K functionals and moduli of smoothness

were investigated for Freud's weights by Freud and Mhaskar and in [5, Chapter
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11].  We can now easily obtain an analogue of the results in earlier sections.  We

concentrate on the weights given by

Wx(x) =exp(-|x|A),        A > 1.

The best polynomial approximation is given by

(5.1) En(f)Wx,p = inf(\\Wx(f - P)\\Lp{Ry,degP < n).

The corresponding Ä'-functional is given by

(5.2) Kr(f,tr)WXiP = inf        ([\Wx(f-g)\\Lp{R)+f\\Wxg^\\Lp{R)).
g(r-l)gA.C.|oc

The corresponding main part modulus is given by

(5.3) nr(/,iV,p=   sup  \[WxAlf[\Lpl_h%h.h        ft'^/U-A).
0<7i<t

We can now state and prove the following theorem.

THEOREM 5.1.   For X > 1, 0 < a < r, 1 < s < oo and 1 < p < oo the norms

(5-4) II/IIbs,.(iv*) = WfWx\\Lp(R) + \\t-aKr(f,f)WxJL:,

(5-5) H/IIbS,.(IVx) = II/^aIUp(ä) + \\t-a^r(f,t)wxjLt,

and

(5-6) II/IIbs,(Wx) = ll(» + i)0'(I"(1/A?)¿«(/.)^.Jh

are equivalent.

PROOF. We recall [5, Theorem 11.2.5] that

(5.7)

C-lnr(f,t)w^<Kr(f,f)Wxp<C ( (UrU^w^/^dt + Ce-^WUWL^R)
Jo

for some C > 0 and c > 0. We further recall the results of Freud and Mhaskar with

qn = (n/X)l'x (for W = Wx) (see [5, Theorem 11.3.2]) that

(5.8) £n(/W,,p<C/M/X((1AH1)V.,P,        n>r,

and

(5.9) ifran'-i^AJ-D^^c-^d/Aj-D^^i-d/A))-!^^^^

fc=0

In some ways the proof is easier here than that of Theorem 5.3 as we have (5.7)

and we did not have a corresponding expression for general weights of class J*.

(Theorem 6.2.3 of [5] will yield a slightly more convenient inequality for Jacobi

weights.) Therefore, arguments analogous to those using (3.10) and (3.11) in the

proof of Theorem 3.1 are redundant as we use (5.7). The other part of the proof

follows the proof of Theorems 2.1 and 3.1. For instance, we have

Y(n + l)a{1-{1/x))sEn(fyWxp<Ci Y 2ma(1-(1/A))s£2™(/)^,,,

71=0 771 = 0

<C2 l\\Wxf\\sp+Y 2ma^-1^xKr(f,2mr^-x^x)\

V m=0 ' Wx,p

<c3(\\wxf\\sp + J*°(raKr(f,t)WKpyjy
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which implies ||/||B*P  ,w ) < Af||/||bp s(wx)- We can also write

dt

T
¿r\s

>WXi

/■oo

\\Wxf\\'p+      ra°Kr(f,f
Jo

< d ÍEo(fyWX:P + f^^1-w^aKr(f,2r'^^-1)ywA

<C2¿2,s(1-(1/A))(0-rJ¿2^(1-(1/A)»£;2.(/)VvA,l

1=0 lf=0 J

<Cz(\\f\\sÍAWx))S-     Ü
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